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BULGARIAN CREDIT RATING AGENCY 

 

Bulgarian Credit Rating Agency is the only Bulgarian 
agency listed as eligible by the Financial Supervision 
Commission and its credit ratings are acknowledged 
for the aims of article 75, paragraph 2 of the 
Bulgarian Insurance Code altogether with the ratings 
of Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s and Fitch. BCRA has 
already rated most of the leading local insurance 
companies. In 2004 BCRA adapted the Claims 
paying ability rating methodology for insurance 
companies from ICRA (An associate of Moody’s 
Investors Service). 

 
BCRA has upgraded the long-term claims 

paying ability rating of ZAD „OZK-Insurance” АD 
from iВB+ to iBBB- and short-term rating from ib 
to ia-3; the outlook is stable. The officially adopted 
methodology for assignment of claims paying ability 
rating to insurance companies is used by BCRA  
(http://www.bcra-bg.com/files/file_202.pdf). 

To elaborate the credit report and to award the 
credit rating, BCRA uses information from the rated 
insurance company, FSC, National Statistical 
Institute, BCRA`s database, consultants and other 
sources of public information.  

During the past period the Bulgarian economy 
continued being under the impact of global crisis. 
The main factors which influenced over the 
development of the insurance sector are as follows: 
the narrowed consumption of the households under 
the pressure of the increasing unemployment, the 
decrease of the incomes and negative expectations 
of crisis development. 
 Characteristics of the Bulgarian 
insurance market during the period under review 
are the following: 

 Decline of GPP is observed in direct insurance - 
6.2% as of 30.09.2010 compared to the same 
period of 2009; 

 Due to the anticipating decrease of GPP in 
comparison with GDP, the values of the insurance 
penetration decreased. The insurance density also 
decrease; 

 As a result of the good results of investment 
activity at the end of 2009, the companies in the 
sector registered Positive Net Financial Result. 
Significant change of the market concentration was 
not observed at the end of 2009 – six leading 
companies occupied 67.75% of the market in the 
general insurance sector: ZAD „BULSTRAD 
VIENNA INSURANCE GROUP”, „DZI-General 
insurance”,  ZAD „Аrmeets” AD, ZAD „Allianz 
Bulgaria”, ZD „Bul Ins” and ZK “Lev Ins” АD; 

 Insurances for vehicles continue playing a leading 
role at the general insurance market in Bulgaria. 

Two increases of the registered capital are 
registered, as well as a change in the name of the 
company from Municipal insurance company AD to 
ZAD OZK-Insurance AD during the period under 
review. No changes occurred in the management 
team. The company`s management has gained the 
aims set in the previous period, which we estimate 
as a positive factor for the future company 
development. 

The insurance activity of ZAD „ОZK-Insurance” 
АD continues increasing strongly; as of 12.2009 
GPP increased by 102.58% compared to the end of 
2008 (decline on the average of 4.80% in GPP for 
the other companies during the same period). As of 
30.09.2010 the increasing trend of GPP is 
maintained – growth of 42.28% year on year with 
average decline of 7.05% for the other companies in 
the sector. The result is that the rated company 
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increased its market share from 1.61% to 2.46% for 
period 9.2009г.-9.2010.  The structure of insurance 
portfolio is significantly changed. As of 30.09.2010 
the main product of the company is „Third Party 
Liability for vehicles” with share of ~56%, followed by 
„Casco” (18.30%) and „Fire” (12.59%). Due to the 
significant increase of GPP in „Third Party Liability 
for vehicles”, reflecting on strong increase of the total 
GPP, the relative share of the insurance „Аuto 
Casco” decreased though the increased GPP on it. 
The relative share of the property insurances 
decreased strongly due to the same reason. As of 
30.09.2010 the total share of the vehicle insurances 
increased to 74.27% (48.66% for the same period of 
the past year). Net Claims Ratios of ZAD „OZK-
Insurance” AD remained significantly lower than the 
average for the leading insurance companies, as well 
as for the sector. In comparative aspect the rated 
company continues registering more unfavorable 
values of Net Commission Ratio. At the end of 2009 
the value of Expense Ratio for the rated company 
was maintained at the same levels of the past year 
and it is lower than the average for the leading 
companies of the general insurance market, as well 
as for the sector. Though the increase on an annual 
basis, the values of the reviewed indicator as of 
9.2010, gained by ZAD „OZK-Insurance”, are 
favorable in comparative aspect. Combined Expense 
Ratio of the rating company shows that it realizes 
profit from insurance activity for 2009 and the nine-
month period of 2010.  

The trend related to an easy increase of the 
overall levels of retention continues to be observed 
and as of 30.09.2010 the levels were close to the 
average for the sector. The company maintains its 
established relations with the leading re-insurance 
companies with high credit rating from the sector and 
renews the contracts in its main insurances 
concluded during past periods. In reference with the 
strongly increased volume of insurance activity, the 
terms in the existing contracts are re-negotiated. 

During the reviewed period (30.09.2009-
30.09.2010) the amount of assets to cover the 
technical reserves increased by 51.2% which is due 
to the total increase of GPP and increase of 
allocated reserves. ZAD “ОZK-Insurance” АD gains a 
100-percent cover of its reserves. The amount of 
investment portfolio of the company has registered a 
growth of 39.6% year on year; the increase 
anticipates strongly the average increase of the 
investment assets for the other companies from the 
sector during the same period (5.1%). As of 
31.12.2009 ZAD “OZK-Insurance” AD realized 
incomes of investment activity amounting to BGN 
728 thousand; as of the nine-period of 2010 it is BGN 

613 thousand. In the structure of the portfolio certain 
changes have occurred. The amount of the 
investments in securities and bank deposits is 
increased. Growth is available in the share of 
investments in daughter companies in line of 
acquisition of shares from the capital increase of 
Municipal bank AD. The management method of 
investments of OZK-Insurance AD is retained 
conservative. The relative share of investments in 
high liquid assets (securities+bank deposits) in the 
company portfolio (67.2%) exceeded the average for 
the other companies from the sector (62.0%). The 
shares of the investments in daughter companies 
and investment properties are higher. On the other 
hand, no investments in corporate debt securities 
and stocks which reflect on the gained profitability 
during the update period (slightly less than the 
average for the other general insurance companies). 

During the update period GPP, realized by ZAD 
„ОZK – Insurance”, continues increasing by high 
rates in conditions of shrinking market. Net Earned 
Income of the company registered a growth year on 
year by 136% and 82% - respectively as of 12.2009 
and 9.2010, whereas Net Earned Income for the 
sector  increased by 6.86% in 2009; it decreased by 
6.84% for the nine-month period of 2010. In 2009 the 
company reached positive result from insurance 
activity amounting to BGN 140 thousand (compared 
to the loss of BGN 297 thousand for 2008). Though 
the company expanded its activity during the nine-
month period of 2010, the company generated less 
profit from insurance activity (BGN 213 thousand) 
compared to the same period of the past year (BGN 
415 thousand). In 2009 Net Profit maintained the 
levels of past year, whereas the realized profit for the 
nine-month period of 2010 exceeded by 64% the 
profit for the same period of the past year; 

During the period under review Quick liquidity is a 
volatile item –a 6 % decline was registered at the 
end of 2009. As of 9.2010 the value of analyzed 
indicator is 6.1%, which is a 1.2 % growth year on 
year. ZAD „OZK-Insurance” achieves better values 
than the average for the general insurance market. 
During the period under review the own resources 
which were decreased through intangible assets, 
continue exceeding the minimum amount of the 
guaranty equity, which we estimate as a positive 
factor from rating point of view. In the update period 
the ascending trend is maintained with the operating 
and financial leverage, however the values of the 
both indicators remain lower than the average for the 
leading insurance companies, as well as than the 
average for the general insurance market. The 
values of Liquidity Ratios of technical reserves and 
of reserve of upcoming payments for the rated 
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company continue following a descending trend, 
however, though they are about the average for the 
sector as of 12.2009 and 9.2010. As a whole the 

company continues being characterized with a 
relatively fair financial state. 
 
 

 
Main Financial Indicators 
 

Indicator / Year:  9.2010 9.2009 2009 2008 2007 
Gross Premium Product (BGN 
thousand): 23 720 16 671 28 772 14 203 7 397 
Growth rate % (yr on yr) 42% 176% 103% 92% 0% 
Net Premium Product (BGN 
thousand): 18 745 10 883 21 218 10 224 5 025 
Net Earned Income (BGN thousand): 18 549 10 181 18 138 7 680 5 110 
Net profit (BGN thousand) 143 87 351 380 125 
Retention 79.0% 65.3% 73.7% 72.0% 67.9% 
Gross Claims Ratio 33% 39% 23% 26% 29% 
Net Claims Ratio 37% 46% 41% 36% 28% 
Expense Ratio 21.9% 10.5% 18.3% 17.7% 18.0% 
Commission Ratio 40.4% 39.6% 39.9% 50.6% 48.6% 
Combined Ratio 98.87% 95.92% 99.24% 103.9% 94.4% 
      
Equity (BGN thousand) 10 363 9 507 9 943 10 349 9 393 
Technical reserves (BGN thousand) 18 294 10 767 14 933 6 917 3 263 
      
Operating Leverage   182% 74% 54% 
Financial leverage 177% 113% 150% 67% 35% 
Liquidity Ratio 6.1% 4.9% 6.1% 12.0% 6.7% 
Return on Equity 1.4% 0.9% 3.5% 3.7% 1.3% 
 
 


